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INNOVATIVE SOLUTIONS
for the Polar Regions 

Save time & fuel
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Iceland has a diverse topography with glaciers, lava tundra, green fields 
and mountains presenting Icelanders with a country that is tough and 
harsh yet one of the most beautiful and serene places available to man. 
The country has over the centuries molded its people into emphasizing 
on adaptability, thus making the impossible possible. This core nature 
of Iceland soul is deeply rooted in our company. 

Today Arctic Trucks is an international company providing various 
solutions which meet the challenging conditions of the Arctic and 
Antarctic, always with safety and respect for the beautiful environment 
that surrounds us. 

Our vehicles have completed many challenging expeditions both in the Arctic and in Antarctica, often making 
new routes which no other vehicles have ever made. In doing this we have serviced a number of scientific 
projects, TV productions and other challenging support expeditions, all of which have been successfully 
completed. During this extensive operational experience we have continually pushed the boundaries of 
traversing and logistics in the polar environment brining considerable cost and time advantages to our clients.

Key to the success of our company is our people who have amassed a vast pool of operational expertise in 
the Polar environment which is also is reflected in the high specialized vehicles which we produce. Combining 
highly specialized vehicles and the operational expertise of our team, we offer a solution that can greatly 
reduce the environmental impact by saving fuel and time.  

Reykjavík, April 8th, 2015

Emil Grímsson
Chairman
Arctic Trucks International

For more information about 
Arctic Trucks please visit our website 

www.arctictrucks.com.
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BENEFITS

Arctic Trucks can be your sole supplier for your expedition. 
We can customize our vehicles according to your exact 
needs, whether you buy or lease the vehicles, offer 
service plan and provide spare parts.  The Arctic Trucks 
team has an extensive experience working in the hardest 
conditions on the planet and we can provide logistical 
consultation, organize the expedition and provide the 
manpower needed.  Our vehicles are built according to 
certified and quality controlled production. 
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“Arctic Trucks provided my expedition with really vital talents and 
knowledge. Information I’d gathered all over the World in years of 
research, I found again within their one company. And that made all 
the difference to my sponsors. Arctic Trucks gave them the confidence 
to believe in this project. And it was their practical knowledge of 
circumstances and machines that made the expedition to the South 
Pole by tractor (on tires!) a reality. Forever grateful to have been able 
to give my feel good uplifting story, a truly happy ending! We did it!”

Manon Ossevoort, “Tractor Girl”
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Arctic Trucks headquarters are located in Reykjavík Iceland. 
For further information about Arctic Trucks, please contact 
us at info@arctictrucks.com. 
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Over time our vehicles have been put to a test:
Lowest temperature recorded: -56 (Antarctica 2010, NCAOR)
Highest altitude:   3820 MLS (Antarctica 2011, EWR)
Longest expedition:   9600 km (Antarctica 2011/2012, EWR)
Longest time of expedition:  82 nights (Antarctica 2011/2012, EWR)
Speed record:    2300 km in 4 days (Antarctica 2010, KNGS, Guiness World Record)
Longest drive between fuel depots:  1500 km (several expeditions)
Longest drive by one vehicle:  3720 km (Antarctica 2013, Willis Expedition)
The most serious driver:  Jeremy Clarkson (Arctic 2007, Top Gear)

Experience



SUPPORT
Arctic Trucks has since 1997 built vehicles, offered logistic support, route planning and camp logistics for over 20 
expeditions in Polar Regions, with an exceptional success rate. Arctic Trucks is permitted to operate in Antarctica and 
can assist with permit applications.

“Weather and perfect snow allow fast forward, sometimes more than 
50 km per hour in some parts up to 70 km per hour. Undoubtedly, the 
transportation with these vehicles is revolutionizing the polar logistics!”

 Dr. Jefferson Simoes, professor at UFRGS 
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Arctic Trucks has provided the following service in Antarctica:
• Logistic support for skiers and kiters
• Scientific support
• Weather observations
• Aviation support / making runways
• Establishing depots

• Adventure planning and execution
• Luxury camping
• Medivac / Rescue
• SAR planning

Arctic Trucks offers services from two locations in Antarctica, DROMLAN Airbase in Queen Maud Land and Union 
Glacier, as well as in Iceland, Norway, Finland and Russia. At all those locations Arctic Trucks can provide vehicles, 
mechanical and part service, camping gear, communication equipment and other expedition gear. 



“Arctic Trucks vehicles got me out to my fieldwork site safely with ease. Whilst 
installing automatic weather stations they provided shelter from the harsh 
Antarctic conditions, allowing delicate wiring to be done in the warmth. The 
automatic weather station Arctic Trucks installed on their truck has given a 
fantastic high resolution data set of meterology conditions from the Antarctic 
coast to the South Pole. 

Arctic Trucks mechanics are second to none, always helpful and come up with 
ingenious ways of fixing things and making them work in unforgiving weather 
conditions of Antarctica.”

Eleanor Darlington, PhD Research Student, Loughborough University

Arctic Trucks offers logistic support for scientific research groups.  Our solution includes use of Arctic Trucks 4X4 
/ 6X6 vehicles, camping gear, communication and navigation equipment, generators, camp logistics, paramedics, 
route planning and other service needed for a successful scientific expedition.  

The Arctic Trucks vehicles can travel faster, more eco-friendly and more efficiently than conventional solutions, 
allowing you to get the most out of the short Polar summer. The vehicles are designed for traversing in snow and 
under extreme conditions.   Also the trucks can service as a platform for scientific work, providing safe and warm 
environment. 
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Scientific 
Support

1997 Antarctica Swedish Polar Foundation - Scientific Support
2010 Antarctica Scientific Support – Indian National Center for Antarctic Research
2010 Antarctica Kazakhstan National Geographic Society - logistic support
2010 Antarctica Longborough University - weather observations
2011 Antarctica Kazakhstan National Geographic Society - logistic support
2014 Antarctica UFRGS Brazil - Scientific Support

Arctic Trucks - Scientific Support

UFRGS Brazil  – Traverse January 2015 
Organized by a scientific team from Brazil (UFRGS) and ALE, Arctic Trucks provided logistics to carry out 
collection of snow samples up to 20 meters deep and over nearly 1.800 km in January 2015.   A team of two 
guys from Arctic Trucks on two of our 6x6 vehicles carried 6 people working on sample collection, plus snow 
drills, sample boxes, camping gear and etc.   Arctic Trucks also provided camping gear, communications and 
navigation equipment. The traverse was completed in less time than expected, cheaper and more efficient than 
traditional traverses on snow groomers.
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Arctic Trucks has a world leading expertise in cold climate expeditions.  Starting nearly 25 years ago in Iceland 
developing various solutions for the challenging conditions Iceland poses, to covering over 200 thousand km on the 
Antarctica plateau through various expeditions.  Expeditions like double crossing of the Greenland icecap and the 
North Pole challenge with Top Gear are also on the list. 

Working with various clients, Arctic Trucks vehicles and the Arctic Trucks team hold many world first, world only and 
Guinness World Records.  Despite various challenges, all expeditions have been completed safely.

The Arctic Trucks team has extensive experience in planning and organizing various land expeditions especially in 
Antarctica where Arctic Trucks has vehicles stationed at DROMLAN airbase in Queen Maud Land and Union Glacier.

Expedition 
Support

1999 Greenland Double crossing the ice cap - logistic support
2000 Dubai  A fully equipped polar vehicle took part in Millennium Desert Drive 
2007 Mag. North Pole Top Gear BBC TV show - logistic support
2008 Antarctica Amundsen Omega 3 Pole Race - logistic support
2009 Antarctica FD83 - Logistic and aviation support
2010 Iceland  Eyjafjallajökull eruption - Top Gear BBC TV show
2010 Antarctica EWR  “Wettlauf zum Südpol” – Supporting a ski race and TV production
2011 Antarctica FD83 - Logistic and aviation support
2011 Antarctica Extreme World Races – Double Traverse - logistic support
2012 Antarctica “Blue Peter” - supporting TV production
2012 Antarctica Thomas-Reuters expedition  - Building of vehicles
2013 Antarctica  FD83 - Logistic and aviation support
2013 Antarctica Willis Resilience - logistic support
2013 Antarctica  Expeditions 7  - logistic support
2013 Antarctica Walking With The Wounded - logistic support
2013 Antarctica White Ice Project - logistic support
2013 Iceland  Top Gear USA - Eyjafjallajökull - expedition planning and production support
2014 Antarctica Massey Ferguson / Antarctica2 - logistic support
2014 Antarctica FD83 - Logistic and aviation support

Arctic Trucks - Expeditions
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For any expedition good preparation is vital. Even though the Arctic Trucks vehicles drive just like a normal car in 
most conditions, there are many extra skills required to make use of the extra capabilities it offers and to safely 
navigate and travel in extreme conditions. 

Arctic Trucks organizes various training programs related to the operation of the vehicles.   The training is normally 
held in Iceland since it offers most of the challenges you are likely to face in Antarctica and the Arctic. The cost of 
administering such training happenings in Iceland is only a fraction of what it would be in Antarctica. 

Drivers training is important, special driving techniques are needed for some condition and mistakes can be very 
costly. Depending on the project and the team, repair and maintenance skills can be needed.  Navigation skills 
are vital but the Arctic Trucks team has long experience in using cars for travels in severe weather condition when 
most other ways of transportation fail.  Travelling through crevasse areas can sometimes not be avoided and the 
team has years of experience in dealing with crevasses on Icelandic glaciers as well as in Antarctica and Greenland.   
In November 2010 some of this training and specialized equipment on the vehicles saved a life when the Arctic 
Trucks team was called in to rescue a person that was stuck deep in a crevasse close to one of the science bases in 
Antarctica.  

“The training in Iceland with Arctic Trucks was excellent in preparing our 
expedition to Antarctica. Experience and professionalism of AT people is 
on high level and the coordination of training was smooth and flexible.  
The glaciers with fast changing weather and various snow conditions 
gave us many challenges and a great experience in using the cars.” 

 MIKA KALAKOSKI, Development Manager, FINNARP Finnish Antarctic Research Program”

• Safe use of trucks
• Efficient driving
• Basic mechanic understanding
• Loading and unloading trucks and trailers
• Fueling 
• Tires
• Crane use
• Winch operation
• Pulling with elastic rope 
• Compressors

Goals of the training program

• 2010  Kazakhstan Geographical Society
• 2010  EWR
• 2011  EWR
• 2012  FINNARP
• 2012  CHINARE
• 2013  Walking With The Wounded
• 2014  FINNARP and Swedish Polar Institution
• 2014  Massey Ferguson Tractor Girl
• 2015  Swedish Polar Institution

Previous training programs

Training
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The harsh conditions of the highlands of Iceland, combined with the mountain rescue background and personal 
modified vehicle interest of the Arctic Trucks team has enabled the company to develop many of the innovative 
solutions which are subsequently offered to our clients.
 
The Arctic Trucks team is multi-disciplinary with highly experienced mechanics, project leaders, medics, logistics 
planners whose experience is optimised for the Polar environment.  This highly experienced team can complement 
the team of the customer to improve operational effectiveness.
 

“A critical component essential to the success of the expedition was 
the part played by the energetic band of Icelanders. They were clearly 
comfortable with the Antarctic conditions and they seemed to have a 
limitless reservoir of energy. No task was ever too big or too small for 
them and every job was tackled with boundless enthusiasm. It seemed 
there was nothing that they could not fix. At minus forty conditions you 
would find them busying themselves with preventative maintenance. 
Emergency repairs were done with impressive innovation and deceptive 
ease.” 
                                    Paul van Schalkwyk, 2011/2012 EWR anniversary race photographer
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The Team



1997 - Antarctica 1998 - Greenland

2007 - Magnetic North Pole with Top Gear 2009 - Antarctica

2010 - Iceland eruption at Fimmvorduhals 2013 - Antarctica
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Training the use of GPR Mechanical training
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Arctic Trucks has provided various operators vehicles and service built around 4X4 vehicles for over two decades. 
The Arctic Trucks vehicles vary from small alterations to largely rebuilding the original vehicle. Small and large 
modifications of vehicles from Ford, Nissan, Isuzu, Mercedes, Jeep, VW and Mitsubishi have been offered but 
Arctic Trucks has the longest experience with Toyota’s. When it came to selecting a vehicle for servicing long 
distance expeditions on the Antarctic high plateau, the legendary Toyota Hilux was selected. To give this vehicle 
the capabilities to travel the Antarctica plateau Arctic Trucks completely rebuilds the Hilux into a hugely more 
capable vehicle to handle these extreme and special conditions, but at the same time the Hilux maintains its 
reliability and efficiency.  Arctic Trucks in Iceland is a certified Toyota service partner.  

By the start of year 2015 Arctic Trucks AT44 vehicles have covered over 200,000 kilometers on the Antarctica 
high plateau. Arctic Trucks has 16 vehicles located in Queen Maud Land and another 3 vehicles at Union Glacier. 
In cooperation with ALCI, Arctic Trucks operates a service workshop on the DROMLAN airbase and at Union 
Glacier Arctic Trucks cooperates with ALE.



Hilux AT44 6X6
The Arctic Trucks AT44 6X6 was first used in Antarctica 
during the season 2010/11. It has been used as a 
supporting vehicle in large expeditions and has crossed 
Antarctica several times. This vehicle is street legal in 
Iceland. 

The AT44 6X6 has proved to be a reliable and efficient 
choice for complicated tasks. Its main advantage are: 

     Total weight 3.5-5 ton
     Unique load capabilities
     Greater capabilities in the snow
     More range capabilities
     Less fuel consumption than comparable vehicles 

Engine:  3.0L Diesel Common Rail 171hp 360 Nm
     Compliant with EURO 5.
Gearbox:  5 speed automatic
Transfer Case:  Full time High and low range 
     (2.6:1 in low). 
Crawler Gear:  2.6:1 in low
Differential locks:  100% (front/rear/rear)
Breaks front/rear:  Disc/Drum/Drum
Tires:  44x18.5/15
Rims: Arctic Trucks 15x16”
Suspension:  Coil / Coil / Coil
Fuel tanks:  total 550 liters
Integrated compressor
EL: 12 V generator 960W + extra battery
Power outlets as requested
Tire pressure as low as 2 psi or 0.14 kg/cm3
Net weight approx.  2.600 kg. 
Load capacity 2.000 kg.

•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
• 
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Technical description

Toyota Hilux
AT44 6X6

The specification of this vehicle can be adjusted 
according to the customers needs. 

Measurements
•
•
•
•
•
•

 Length: 6060 mm
 Width:  2300 mm
 Height: 2145 mm
 Wheelbase:  3080 mm/ 1200 mm
 Ground clearance - under belly : 370 mm
 Ground clearance - mid vehice:  480 mm
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Hilux AT44

The Arctic Trucks AT44 was initially designed as a support 
vehicle for long distance expeditions in Antarctica. 

The large tires with low air pressure provide large 
footprint, giving good flotation in soft snow and soft ride 
over the sastrugis. The vehicle is set up to carry up to 1 
ton, plus 1.3 tons on the optional trailer. Fuel capacity 
(280L in tanks and up to 800L on deck/trailer) gives the 
AT44 a very long range even on the high plateau. 

The AT44 has proved to be a reliable and efficient choice 
for complicated tasks. 
Its main advantage are:
 
      Unique load capabilities
      Greater capabilities in the snow
      More range capabilities
      Less fuel consumption than comparable vehicles

Engine:  3.0L Diesel Common Rail 171hp 360 Nm
     Compliant with EURO 5.
Gearbox:  5 speed automatic
Transfer case:  Part time High and low range 
(2.6:1 in low), 
Crawler gear 2.6:1 in low (optional)
Extra fuel tank
Differential locks:  100% (front and rear)
Brakes:  Disc/drum
Tires front/rear:  44x18.5/15
Rims: Arctic Trucks 15x16”
Suspension front/rear:  Coil/leaf springs
Fuel tank: 280 L
Compressed air: integrated compressor
EL: 12 V generator960W + extra battery 220V
Power outlets as requested
Tire pressure as low as 2 psi or 0.14 kg/cm3
Net weight appr. 2.250 kg. 
Load capacity 1.000 kg (2.300 kg with trailer)

•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
• 
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Technical specifications

Toyota Hilux
AT44

The specification of this vehicle can be adjusted 
according to the customers needs. 

Lenght: 5.255mm 
Width:  2.350mm
Height: 2.145mm 
Wheelbase: 3.285mm
Ground clearance - under belly: 350mm 
Ground clearance - mid vehicle: 480mm

•
•
•
•
•
•

Measurements
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Toyota Hilux
AT38

The AT38 is a great versatile vehicle for most coastal areas 
in Antarctica. It is a popular daily driver in remote areas 
with good off-road capabilities.  

The tire pressure can be adjusted to changing conditions, 
from soft snow to hard ice. Ice screws give the vehicle 
great traction on blue ice and the softness of the tires 
smoothens out uneven terrain providing a comfortable 
ride. 

Three AT38 were used to drive to the Magnetic North 
Pole with the British TV show Top Gear in 2007 where it 
carried the presenters and the film crew 1400 kilometers, 
over sea ice, bolder fields and number of small islands. It 
was also used to support repairs of scientific equipment 
in the area of Eyjafjallajökull during 2010 eruption and it 
was used again by Top Gear to drive to the volcano.

Hilux AT38

Engine:  3.0L Diesel Common Rail 171hp 360 Nm
     Compliant with EURO 5.
Gearbox:  5 speed automatic
Transfer case:  Part time High and low range 
(2.6:1 in low), 
Crawler gear 2.6:1 in low (optional)
Extra fuel tank
Differential locks:  100% (front and rear)
Brakes:  Disc/drum
Tyres front/rear:  38x15.5R15
Rims: Arctic Trucks 15x12
Suspension front/rear:  Coil/leaf springs
Fuel tank: 160 L
Compressed air: integrated compressor
EL: 12 V generator960W + extra battery 220V
Power outlets as requested
Tire pressure as low as 3 psi or 0.21 kg/cm3
Net weight appr. 2.150 kg. 
Load capacity 900 kg (2.200 kg with trailer)

•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
• 
•
•
•

Technical specifications

Lenght: 5.255mm (+150mm for grille guard)
Width:  2.160mm
Height: 2.000mm (+170mm for roof rack)
Wheelbase: 3.125mm
Ground clearance: 300mm under belly

•
•
•
•
•

Measurements

The specification of this vehicle can be adjusted 
according to the customers needs. 
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Specifications

Arctic Trucks has designed and built trailers for use in Antarctica and 
the Arctic based on one design.  The trailer gives the vehicles the extra 
capacity needed on longer expeditions. This is a high load capacity 
trailer that uses same bearings, shock absorbers, tires/wheels and 
more as the towing vehicle.  
Offering two types of solutions built around 38 inch tires and 44 inch 
tires the trailer will have the same tires, fitting into the towing vehicle 
track.     

Trailer AT38
• Max load 1300 kg.   

(1.200 kg. in soft snow)
• Empty weight 390 kg.    

Trailer AT44
• Max load 1300 kg.
• Empty weight 460 kg.    

Trailer
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Specifications

• Fuel (Jet A1) consumption 1-2L/h
• Electrical use 1A pr. hour.  (45Ah battery)
• Produces water (by melting snow) app. 200l/day* 
• Water can be heated to 60°C. 
• Addtional hot air blower:  1kW. 
• Measurements:

- Height:  410mm 
- Wide:  370m 
- Length: 950mm

*This is for constant operation for 8 hours where  
  the snow is added regularly.

Water maker

The “Water maker” was developed by our R&D crew to 
save time and money. The water maker melts snow in a 
fast and efficient way and reduces the use of white gas 
stoves. It can run while you are driving. It works both as 
standalone or connected to a truck through winch cable 
connection. The additional hot air heater adds to the 
comfort in the kitchen tent.

21
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By adjusting tire pressure based on surface/snow condition, a large 
tire can be much more efficient than traditional belts for most snow 
conditions.  The tires function very well in Antarctica conditions and 
have been tested in the harshest conditions. Deflating the tires will 
benefit you when driving on uneven ground and the soft and large tires 
give additional suspension when crossing sastrugies and rocky terrain.  
The tire is suitable for adding ice-spikes which gives more traction on 
blue ice.  
 
It is our estimate that for many operations that our vehicles are 5 to 8 
times more fuel efficient and 3 to 5 times faster than traditional belt 
vehicles.
 
Check out our Arctic Trucks vs. tracks comparison video 
on www.arctictrucks.com. 

Deflating the tires

The modification
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Price  
Price range for our products and services can vary, depending on final configuration.  
For quote, please write to info@arctictrucks.com.

Lead time
Normally Arctic Trucks can deliver vehicles ready for shipment in 7-9 months after confirmed order.  Arctic Trucks 
encourages timely orders to ensure availability.

Warranty
Limited warranty is provided for products and service.  Warranty scheme varies between different modifications, 
models and area of use. 

Contact
For further information about Arctic Trucks and our Arctic and Antarctica solutions, please contact us at 
+354 540 4900 or info@arctictrcks.com



Arctic Trucks International
Kletthals 3  |  110 Reykjavík  |  Iceland
Tel: +354 540 4900  |  Fax: +354 540 4901
info@arctictrucks.is
www.arctictrucks.com

This map shows the routes the Arctic Trucks 
vehicles have travelled in Antarctica and the 
number of times each route has been driven. 


